Resources: Advancing the Journey Towards Racial Equity and Justice

This list has been compiled by members of the community LEDA, Herrick District Library and the Holland Museum

**Adult Books**

- Algorithms of Oppression, How Search Engines Reinforce Racism – By Safiya Umoja Noble
- An African American and Latinx History of the United States – By Paul Ortiz
- Another Day in the Death of America: A Chronicle of Ten Short Lives – By Gary Younge
- Between the World and Me – By Ta-Nehisi Coates
- Blind Spot: Hidden Biases of Good People – By Mahzarin R. Banaji and Anthony G. Greenwald
- Born a Crime – By Trevor Noah
- Bone and Sinew of the Land: America’s Forgotten Black Pioneers and the Struggle for Equality – By Anna-Lisa Cox
- Citizen: An American Lyric (audio book) – By Claudia Rankine
- The Color of Law: A Forgotten History of how our Government Segregated America – by Richard Rothstein
- The Color of Success, Asian Americans and the Origins of the Model Minority – By Ellen D. Wu
- Daring to Drive: A Saudi Woman’s Awakening – By Manal Sharif
- Diversity, – By Pamela Newkirk
- Divided by Faith: Evangelical Religion and the Problem of Race in America – By Michael O. Emerson and Christian Smith
- Eloquent Rage: A Black Feminist Discovers Her Superpower – By Brittney Cooper
- Everything I Never Told You – A Novel by Celeste Ng
- The Fire This Time: A New Generation Speaks About Race – By Jesmyn Ward
- The Fire Next Time: – By James Baldwin
- The Great Escape – By Kati Marton
- The Hate U Give – By Angie Thomas
- The Hidden Rules of Race, Barriers to an Inclusive Economy – By Andrea Flynn, Susan R. Holmberg, Dorian T. Warren & Felicia J. Wong
- Homegoing – By Yaa Gyasi
- How to be an Anti-Racist – By Ibram X. Kendi
- If Beale Street Could Talk – By James Baldwin
- I’m Still Here: Black Dignity in a World Made for Whiteness – By Austin Channing Brown
- Men We Reaped: A Memoir – By Jesmyn Ward
- Just Mercy: A Story of Justice and Redemption – By Bryan Stevenson
- Middle Passage – By Charles Johnson
- Missoula: Rape and the Justice System in A College Town – By Jon Krakauer
- The Mothers: A Novel – By Brit Bennett
- This Muslim American Life: Dispatches for the War on Terror – By Moustafa Bayoumi
Adult Books (Continued)

- The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness – By Michelle Alexander
- Nickel and Dimed: On (not) Getting By in America – By Barbara Ehrenreich
- Nobody: Casualties of American’s War on the Vulnerable, From Ferguson to Flint and Beyond – By Marc Lamont Hill
- The Prince of Los Cocuyos: A Miami Childhood – By Richard Blanco
- Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools – By Monique W. Morris
- Raising White Kids: Bringing up Children in a Racially Unjust America – By Jennifer Harvey
- The Reason I Jump: The Inner Voice of A Thirteen year-old Boy with Autism – By Naoki Higashida
- Redefining Realness: My Path to Womanhood, Identity, Love & So Much More – By Janet Mock
- Seeing Gender: An Illustrated Guide to Identify and Expression – By Iris Gottlieb
- So You Want to Talk About Race – By Ijeoma Oluo
- The Trail of Lightning – By Rebecca Roanhorse
- They/Them Pronouns - A Quick and Easy Guide – By Archie Bongiovanni & Tristan Jimerson
- Waking Up White, and Finding Myself in the Story or Race – By Debby Irving
- The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America’s Great Migration – By Isabel Wilkerson
- When They Call You a Terrorist: A Black Lives Matter Memoir – By Patrisse Khan-Cullors, asha Bandele, et al.
- White Fragility: Why It’s So Hard for White People to Talk about Racism – By Robin Diangelo
- White Like Me – By Tim Wise
- White Rage: The Unspoken Truth of Our Racial Divide by Carol Anderson
- Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria? And Other Conversations About Race– By Beverly Daniel Tatum
- The Working Poor: Invisible in America – By David K. Shipler
- Writings on the Wall: Searching for a New Equality Beyond Black and White – By Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
- You Can’t Touch My Hair and Other Things I Still Have to Explain – By Phoebe Robinson

TV/Shows/Documentaries

- Documentary: True Justice – HBO
- Documentary: The Sentence, 2018 – HBO
- Documentary: Toni Morrison, The Pieces I Am, 2019
- Documentary: Out of Many, – Netflix
- Documentary: 13th – Netflix
- Documentary: Cherry Grove Stories: Fire Islands best kept Secrets, 2019–Amazon
- Documentary: Stonewall Uprising –American Experience, PBS
- TV show: Master of None –Netflix
TV/Shows/Documentaries (Continued)

- TV Show: When They See Us – Netflix
- TV Show: Dear White People – Netflix
- Mini Series: When They See Us

Film

- See You Yesterday, 2019, Directed By Stefon Bristol – Netflix
- Black Panther, 2018, Directed By Ryan Coogler – Netflix
- If Beale Street Could Talk, Directed By Barry Jenkins – Netflix
- The Hate U Give, 2018, Directed By George Tillman, Jr.
- Hidden Figures, 2016, Directed By Theodore Melfi
- Moonlight, 2016, Directed By Barry Jenkins
- Fruitvale Station, 2013 Directed By Ryan Coogler
- Black Klansman, 2018 Directed By Spike Lee

Podcasts

- About Race with Reni Eddo-Lodge
- The Nod
- Same Same Different – NPR
- The Stoop

Museums

- Jim Crow Museum of Racist Memorabilia – Ferris State University, Big Rapids, MI
- The Museum of Sexist Objects (MOSO) – Ferris State University, Big Rapids
- Arab American National Museum, Dearborn, MI
- Flint Cultural Center, Flint, MI

Temporary Exhibits

- Black Refractions: Highlights from the Studio Museum in Harlem through December 8 at Kalamazoo Institute of Arts, Kalamazoo, MI
- Where We Stand: Black Artists in Southwest Michigan, through December 8 at Kalamazoo Institute of Arts, Kalamazoo, MI
- Resilience: African American Artists As Agents of Change, through December 8 at Kalamazoo Institute of Arts, Kalamazoo, MI
- Selling Sexism through January 25, 2020 The Fed Galleries at Kendall College, Grand Rapids, MI